The Tradesmen’s Camp Part Two
Freeman's Tent Cottage - Mess Caterer's Home Tradesmen’s Camp
Very little went to waste in the construction camps and settlements. What could be reused or
recycled was. This included the tent home of the Mess Catererer – Mrs Erikson – of the
Tradesmen’s Camp that became
vacant when she moved into a
Westlake cottage in The Gap. The
tenancy was taken over by Arthur
Freeman who left his position of
Mess Caterer at No 3 Sewer Camp in
The Gap to take up a similar position
in the nearby Howie’s Hostel Camp.
Left is a photograph of Mrs Freeman
with one of her daughter’s holding
the youngest baby born during the
time the family lived in the tent.
Another daughter stands on the left.
With them are friends of the
children. This photograph was
taken around 1925. The building in the background has not been identified.
Prior to his death Arthur Freeman Jr showed me the site of their tent cottage and loaned me the
family photographs relating to their time of living at Westlake. In 1927 prior to the departure of
the Tradesmen’s Camp, the family moved into 13 Howie’s Cottage before making their last move
in 1930 to Causeway.
Arthur Freeman Jr also told me that the tent had a timber floor and sides. The area was
surrounded by a hessian fence. Nearby were two other buildings. One was a kitchen that had a
brick fireplace and the other was a timber store room. In the vicinity of the tent are a number of
drains dug into the ground. It is likely that the family had a bathing and clothes washing building
relatively near to the tent. The family would not have used the men of the camp’s facilities. Mrs
Ruth Freeman was blind and during the period of living in the tent her youngest son was born
(1925). The hessian fence would have given her a safe clearly defined area to move and confine
the youngest children.
Their lavatory was built on the site of a concrete slab left behind following the removal of one of
Howie’s cottages. Information and photographs of this area are shown later in this document.
Access to the tent cottage was via a road that comes up over the hill near Howie's Cottages
before it veers off to the west above the tent. This road was probably used as an access road to
collect the sanitary pans used in the Tradesmen's Camp 1923-1925.
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Below left is a photograph loaned to me by Arthur Freeman Jr showing the tent cottage
surrounded by a hessian fence. On the right is 1990s photograph showing the same tree taken
from a slightly different view.

Below the site of the tent is the tell tale disturbed earth used for drains. The next two
photographs on the next page show some of the disturbed earth and the nearby garden bed
where the grape hyacinths bloom each spring. These two photographs were taken in August
2003.

The Freeman family had their lavatory building erected on a concrete slab that belonged to a
Howie's cottage removed sometime before the Freeman family moved into the tent in 1924. The
site is to the east of the tent home. On the next page below left is a 1925/26 photograph of two
Freeman children. In the background is the lavatory. On the right is a view taken in the late
1990s from a different angle. Below these two photographs are others of the site of the slab.
The first on the left shows the view below the slab and the disturbed earth where tangled wire
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and broken bottles were found just below the surface of the earth - remains of a last minute
rubbish pile at the time people left the area? This photograph emphasizes that photographs
flatten the image and it can be interpreted as looking up or down the hill. Similarly the
photograph of the young Freeman lass and her brother may or may not be looking up the hill?
The position of the slab suggests that this photograph was taken above.

During the process of examining the concrete slab and surrounds it became apparent that the
brick rubble lying around was actually part of a drainage system that conveyed water from a
building that may not have been there when the Freeman's used the site around the lavatory slab
and down the hill to the lower garden an off towards the quagmire side of the hill. Over the
years these drainage systems with the exception of a few dug drains, have become silted up with
soil. Below left is a photograph taken from below the slab looking up the hill towards the
Brazilian Embassy in Forster Crescent. The photograph on the right has a rectangle superimposed
in the area of a building. The drains commence in this area. White areas also superimposed to
show the major drainage areas down and around the lavatory concrete slab. Today the grass
slows the water flow. Note the 1927 photograph shows that the earth was devoid of grass.

Below September 2003 photographs taken of the slab from different angles.
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The photographs below show details of the drainage system used around the slab. Not fully
uncovered. It is evident that the person or persons who dug these drainage channels and the
ones nearby used bricks and other building rubble at hand to reinforce the channels and direct
water. The channels zig-zag down the hill.
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Above is a detail of the slab taken in
December 2003 after rain. The shadow
shows that a corrugated iron sheet may
have been used as part of the original
wall. The concrete was poured after the
wall being placed in situ.
On the lower slope below the slab and
the garden bed near the post two small
dumps of rubbish were found. In one is
pieces of a broken Email Resch beer
bottle and the other - a pile of wire. The
photographs on the left and following
page were taken during the drought in
2003. The concrete post marks a rock
arrangement site. The wire was found
in the area of disturbed earth bottom
center of the photograph.
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Below wire, glass etc found near the slab. The
glass shown on the right is reinforced with
chicken wire.

Above left is a photograph taken in the mid 1990s of the area near
the concrete post originally thought to be a garden bed.

Above and left are photographs of the stone arrangements taken
January 2004 during the period of drought. A woody weed
clearance removed the shrub shown in the photograph on the
left. These stone arrangements may be Aboriginal as they fit a
pattern found throughout the park and are different to garden
beds.
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In May 1927 Arthur Freeman had his photograph taken before attending the ceremonies at the
opening of Parliament. This photograph is below center on the next page. Near Arthur's elbow
on the right in the photograph - just discernable - is the family sulky. The photograph on the right
was taken in the mid 1990s at a time of good growth. The distinctive tree shown in all
photographs has changed little in the 76 years that have passed since the first photograph was
taken. The September 2003 photograph of the tree is taken from an area just below the site of
Freeman's tent cottage. The 1927 one was taken from a similar position. The big branch on the
left hand side in the older photograph is missing in the later photographs. Lying on the ground
today is a large branch that is probably the missing one. Note the lack of grass cover in the
earlier photograph that would cause problems with storm water flow.

The next two photographs show a 1990s view of the tree taken looking down towards the
modern Lake Burley Griffin. The kurrajong tree behind the distinctive shown in the above
photographs tree has a tight circle of rocks around the tree and undulating line from it. Today
there are shrubs such as Japanese Bamboo [common name] growing under the protection of the
kurrajong and nearby gum. This type of rock pattern is found throughout the park and has been
re-evaluated as Aboriginal. The shrubs may have been planted in Howie’s time? Sitting on a
branch near the trunk was a large bottle (held several litres) that was one of the types used for
wine in the 1970s. Unfortunately in recent years vandals have broken it.1

1

Near the majority of Aboriginal rock arrangements near trees in the park are glass containers that may have been
used in ceremonies. This big bottle may have served a similar purpose.
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Mess - Recreation Buildings
There are three other major building sites on the hill above the road. One a short distance from
the Sanitation Blocks and level with the trench area is a building that has one circular rock lined
sump hole and a zig-zag drain that directed water to the road area. The exact purpose of this
building is not known. Between this building site and the sanitation blocks is the access road
referred to earlier. Two other buildings are near the top of the hill. One has an access road. It is
near the top of the hill and has been disturbed by the construction of Forster Crescent. Further
east over towards No 1 Camp is the site of another building. It is just below Forster Crescent. This
building may have used a lot of water because below it there are a number of dug drains
including a large rock in situ to slow down water flow. It is possible that this building was a Mess
for No 1 Labourers Camp? Contemporary references in the 1927 Sanitation report note that
waste water was directed from the showers into the nearly dry creek bed. This creek is close to
the area of the third building.
1995 diagram of one
of the drains from a
building. The rock
lined hole is shown on
the next page. It fits
the Aboriginal
patterns rather than
European. It may
have been utilized by
the Tradesmen.
Left is a flat area of earth
that seems to be an
entrance to one of the
buildings. Note the plant
that grows near springs.
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Above is a detail of the sump (rock lined hole) used in the drainage system. Below is a general
photograph of the area taken by John Bruggeman showing the rock lined hole. There is a similar
rock lined hole in the area of the ablution buildings.
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Below is the diagram of the area east of the Ablution buildings Tradesmen’s Camp. Later work
indicates that the building on the right may not be correct. There are signs of a building on the
left.

Above left is one of the tracks from tent sites to buildings on the upper side of the old road. On
the right is an area near the site of one of the buildings. It is out of the picture frame to the left.
On the next page is a 2003 photograph taken from the top of the hill looking towards Mount
Ainslie. This area of hillside is the site of a building. The land in this area is part of a flattened
plateau. The land falls away quite steeply from this point and small pieces of rubbish are found
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after rain including a small silver plated teaspoon with Cof A on one side and A1 EPNS on the
other.

On the lower side of the old road are signs of at least two other buildings – one is near a light
pole and a big drain dug diagonally across the hill from the old road near the quagmire to the
lower slopes. In the vicinity is a clearly defined rectangular shape where earth has been cut
away and leveled to allow the building to sit into the hill. It is relatively close to the quagmire.
Below is a 2003 photograph with stakes marking the site of this building on the lower slope.
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On the next page a line drawing of the building area has been made.

Below left is a 1920s photograph of the Tradesmen's Camp. On the right is view of the same area
taken August 2003 from the road. When the power poles were put in is not known but probably
at the time the camp was erected in 1923.
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Above view taken from No 1 Labourers Camp end of the old road looking towards the camp site
shown earlier. The photograph on the right has a rectangle added to show the possible site of
one of the buildings. Below is a photograph taken from the Howie's side of the old road. The
building shown earlier is behind the photographer to the left. The big ditch that cuts across the
hillside is on the left.
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Above detail of the ditch on the left of the photograph and details of the garden bed on slope
near the road. Calisto in the right hand photograph. She is standing below the rocks. Following
are two views of the area. The posts are different ones. On the left the view is looking up
towards the road and on the right near the tree with the burn mark (not in view). The post in the
left hand photograph is on a cutting that has the garden bed shown in the next set of
photographs.
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In this area of the old road, shown below, not used by the camps are found a number of rock
arrangements that belong with the Aboriginal category rather than European. Photographs of
this arrangement in this area is shown in the section Aboriginal – Quagmire. These arrangements
have survived but others on tent and building sites may not have survived.
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The tree with the blackened scar may have been struck by lightening. The photograph on the left
shows a general photograph of the tree and on the right a detail. These photographs were taken
in August 2003. To the right and in front of the big tree shown in the center of the above left
photograph are signs of a building. There is also a tight circle of rocks around the trunk of a
wattle tree cut off at ground level.
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In the Quagmire Area

Above right and left tree in the quagmire area 2003. In the centre is the bike part embedded in
the photograph tree centre right. Below is a photograph taken in 2003. The tree on the left is
the bike tree. Below
is another
photograph taken
from the eastern side
of the quagmire on
the lower side of the
old road. Note on
the far right is a gum
tree that has had its
branches removed.
In the far background
is my car that is
parked near the site
of the Hostel Camp.
In the background far
right is the site of
Briar Farm Cottage.
Black Mountain in
the background. There is another old road below the tree line that was probably used by the
Tradesmen and Howie’s men.

Water & Electricity
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Water and electricity was connected to the Mess, Recreation and Ablution2 buildings. At least
one tap was in the grounds for use by the men. The light poles that brought power to the
Westlake buildings are still in situ [and recent work by Gary Skewes has found some of the water
pipes in the area of the Ablution Blocks]. Nearby Briar Farm cottage missed out as did the Kaye
family who lived in the slab cottage at the rear of the Hotel Canberra. Found on the site of the
Sanitation buildings was a squashed metal section of kerosene lamp. It is probable that electric
light was used in the Sanitation, Recreation and Mess buildings. However electricity was not
supplied to the tents. Candles and probably kerosene lamps were used by the men in the tents. 3
Torches were probably used by the men to find their way to buildings in the dark. A number of
batteries - EverReady have been found in the dumps used by the people who lived on the hillside.
The photographs below show (left) bottom of a child's shoe, glass, bone, sardine tin key & battery
and (right) is a photograph of the kerosene light fitting found at the Tradesmen's Ablution Block
and pieces of boots.

To date I have not found any reference to street lighting at the Tradesmen's Camp. One
document that I have read referred to two street lights at No 1 Labourers and it is probable that
some street lighting was also provided for the Tradesmen. Below is a 2003 photograph showing
the last power pole on the eastern end of the hill.

2

Electricity may not have been connected to the lavatories and bathing areas. Found on the site of the ablution blocks
was a part of a wick section of a kerosene lamp.
3
Knowledge of this use comes from reports in The Canberra Times on the accidental death on hillside when two men
were incinerated.
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The photograph below shows a power pole cut off at its base. It is near a track that leads from
Alexandrina Drive into the park – near Camp Hill. Nearby are signs of a building that may have
been a building used during the construction period. Mildenhall photographs show lines of
power poles from the Hotel Canberra across to this area and the Hostel Camp.

Below is a 2003 photograph showing the track. The light pole is near the track on the right side of
the photograph. The vine growing on the tree in the center shows the building site.
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The Ablutions Area Tradesmen's Camp Westlake - Study Area 2003
The Tradesmen's Camp was established in early 1923 on the eastern side of the quagmire on the
hillside opposite modern Lotus Bay. It was removed in late 1927. In 1995 an initial study of the
camp areas was carried out and one of the results was that the NCA (National Capital Authority)
with my aid, marked a number of the important sites using yellow painted concrete posts. In
2003 I decided to revisit the site and update information. This decision was aided by a prolonged
drought that has reduced the grass growth and allowed the contours of the land to be clearly
seen. Below is diagram of the area made in 1995. The Creek referred to on the right is the
quagmire.
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The trench referred to in the 1927 Sanitation Report is clearly seen cutting across the hill – see
diagram above. Note that at the time this diagram was made the bottom section – 24 paces in
length – was not examined. This is the area where the rock arrangements now thought to be
Aboriginal, were found. Earth washed down over the years partly covered a number of them.
Below is a 2003 diagram of the area of the area below the rubble section – that is the area of land
where the replacement buildings were constructed around October 1925.
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The site chosen by the camp planners to place the timber buildings for bathing, washing and
earth closets is next to the quagmire on the upper side of the old road. The reason for this choice
of site is that the quagmire provided a natural drainage area that could be utilized to remove
storm and waste water from the site. Contemporary photographs indicate that most if not all
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tents were erected on the lower side of the old road. There are numerous walking tracks on the
upper side of the road between the ablution buildings and other buildings. Some go down the hill
to probable tent sites.
There is clear evidence of two separate groups of ablution buildings on the eastern side of the
quagmire. The first group of Ablution buildings on site (1923-1925) are in the area below modern
Forster Crescent. This road may have cut into the sites of the buildings. However, a number of
drains that include a metal pipe are still in situ that give some indication of the sites of the first
structures on the site. It has a number of constructed drains that direct water to the quagmire.
This area has not been examined in any detail. The replacement buildings, were put on site
sometime after October 1925 and it is this area that was examined in some detail in mid 2003.
Each area had at least three buildings that include Bathing, Lavatory and probably Clothes
Washing. The site of the bathing building, used by eighty plus men, has more drains than the
other buildings.
Both sites - the older one near the top of the hill - consist of buildings, pipe drain, drains and
brick/rock patterns established as part of the drainage systems. The newer building site differs to
the first in that a trench and two circular stone lined sumps have been added.4 All the brick and
rock patterns designed to slow down and direct water away from buildings are different. They
take advantage of the lie of the land and in a number of cases soil has been dug from around big
rocks5 and in other areas dug to form ledges that in turn are edged with bricks and rocks.
The majority of drains in the lower section direct water to the quagmire, but a couple on the
eastern side of the site send water to the old road. It in turn appears to have been reinforced
with stones and brick pieces. There is no uniformity of objects chosen to line sections of these
channels. Nor, unlike the Aboriginal arrangements, is there a pattern formed with the objects
chosen. Water then continues via other drains on the lower side of the road.
In the quagmire is a strawberry patch. Whether it was planted in this area or simply self sown
from garden rubbish is not known. Nearby to this patch is an undulating line of rocks that
belongs to the Aboriginal style of work in the area. This undulating line is above one of the many
drains dug across the hillside.
In the quagmire are several holes that suggest piers of buildings may have been there. Below is a
photograph taken from the lower slope of the hill looking up to the area of Forster Crescent. The
quagmire is off to the left.

4

These rock lined depressions are the only two found on this hillside. Two others have been found on Camp Hill and
numerous ones on Stirling Ridge. This suggests that they belong to an earlier period and are Aboriginal rather than
European. They may have been utilized by the Europeans.
5
A similar pattern of removal of soil from around big rocks and reinforcing the nearby area with smaller rocks is
found in the area below Lord Casey’s (near Camp Hill) and on Stirling Ridge. It is likely that this is Aboriginal rather
than European and that the rocks were utilized by the Tradesmen who have dug channels leading water to them.
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The Concrete Post & Measuring of the Vertical Drop of the Land 6
In mid 2003 Karen Williams assisted by John Bruggeman measured the vertical drop of the land
from a point near a concrete post marking the site was placed by the NCA. The photograph
below left was taken from the old road looking up the slope towards Forster Crescent. In the
background is the Brazilian Embassy. The arrow points to an undulating line of rocks that fits in
style the Aboriginal patterns found in the park. In the foreground is another rock arrangement.
Karen Williams and John Bruggeman are measuring in the area of one of the terraces in the area
of the trench. The photograph on the right is taken from the upper section of the same slope.
The measuring of the vertical drop of the land began near the NCA marker post.

6

At some time in the cooler months of 2004 it is hoped that Karen Williams and John Bruggeman will be able to make
the time to document the fall of the land at different points across the site from the western side of buildings to the
quagmire.
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At the time when the decision was made to measure the vertical drop of the land the decision
was made to start on the eastern side of the building sites at a point above the post opposite the
big pile of earth and nearby hole. From this point the measuring continued down the hill to the
opposite side of the old road. The reason for the decision to start at this point rather than at
Forster Crescent was twofold. The earth near Forster Crescent has been disturbed by road
making and at the time the rubble and pile of earth was presumed to be building rubble piled up.
Later work on the area of rubble shows that it is arranged in patterns.
There are a number of large holes dug on the hillside. Two are found in the area of the Ablution
blocks. Below each are channels dug into the earth. One possibility of purpose is that this hole
collected water from for example the clothes washing building. Overflow water from the hole on
the older building sites was directed in this area to the quagmire. The hole on the lower site was
directed to the area of the old road. This hole is to the right of the tree shown below. This
photograph was taken by John Bruggeman. On the left is one of the drains that directed water
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from a building down to the area of the circle of rocks with enamel saucepan incorporated into
the circle.

The upper big hole is near the termite mound shown below. [water pipe found near the tree]

Below is one of the pages of measurements made by Karen Williams - assisted by John
Bruggeman in August 2003. It notes the major features on the land. Still to be done are the
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measurements across the site. It was intended to follow this measuring with cross-sections
across the hill, but work commitments of both have put this on hold.
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The Site 2003
The mud map on the next page was made before any work carried out on the top building area.
Preliminary work on this area was carried out in August 2003 at which time it was discovered
that the rubble was used to form patterns. Also discovered after the drawing of this mud map is
an access road that comes up from the old road to a point on the western side of the lavatory
block area. There is sufficient flat land at the top of the access road to allow a horse and dray to
turn around. The position of this road suggests that the full pans from the camp were transferred
to the horse and dray and removed to the night soil depot at Westridge. Another old road above
the area of the ablution blocks – below modern Forster Crescent – provided access to the earlier
buildings built in 1923 and replaced in 1925.
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Above is a photograph showing work in progress in measuring the vertical drop. John Bruggeman on left, Karen
Williams on the right.

Found in Australian Archives is a plan for the replacement Sanitation buildings at the Tradesmen’s
Camp. A copy of this plan is shown below. The date on the document is October 1925.
Below are details of the plans for the new buildings at the Tradesmen's Camp. These may have replaced buildings at
top of hill - now part of the rubble? The date on the document below was October 1925.
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In contrast to these buildings in design is the one shown on the next page of the proposed
bathing and washing block to be erected at Red Hill. The reason for the differences may be the
sites where the buildings were erected. The area near the quagmire where the sanitation
buildings were erected was narrow. The buildings erected here were around 12 foot by 10 foot in
size. The red hill building is forty foot long by 10 foot wide and combines a washing, baths and
showers area under one roof. A similar sized building was probably built on the hillside in the
area of No 1Labourers Camp. On the next page is a copy of the Red Hill Block.
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Top of Hill Ablution Buildings Site and Drainage Systems
Many of the individual bricks on this site have a cover of concrete. Recent examination of the site
indicates that the bricks are not just random ones left on site but parts of undulating and
rectangular patterns of bricks used as part of the drainage system. The water from this area was
directed via drains to a large hole and thence to the quagmire. One part of the hill where
overflow water flowed has been covered in parts with smaller bricks, concrete and a few river
rocks. There are a number of sites that have similar bricks with concrete adhering. One is near
the site of the Hostel Camp Recreation Building and another on a Howie's Cottage site that has a
concrete slab reused by the Freeman family during the period they lived in the tent cottage.
Below is a photograph taken by John Bruggeman from the area of the buildings at the top of the
hill looking down towards Lotus Bay – 2003. Karen Williams near the old road.
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Area of Rubble at Top of Hill
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Photographs previous page: left general view from the area where the levels commenced up to Forster Crescent and
the Brazilian Embassy. Off to the right in this photograph that shows the white iris plants are the bricks and rubble.
On the right is a detail of the flowers in August 2003. Below is a photograph of a car part and part of corrugated iron
roof. Another piece of metal roofing left behind is in the photograph below centre. On the right is one of the bricks
on the hillside. They are the type used for the foundations Provisional Parliament House and they were produced in
the Canberra Brickworks. Also on the site below is a flat tile with Department of Works & Railways Brickworks
Federal Territory. This particular tile may have been produced between 1913 and 1916 before the Brickworks closed
for the duration of the remainder of the First World War. The yards reopened in 1920/21 at which time the bricks
found on the hillside were produced.

Above examples of the brick rubble still in situ. Since the photograph was taken the soil has
been brushed back to reveal other bricks that form part of an undulating pattern. Below piece of
concrete on site. These photographs were taken in July 2003.
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Following are two sections of concrete path below the large pile of earth. This may be the
remains of a section of path laid near the entrance to the building. One of the buildings in the
lower section of the hill complex has small stones laid at an entrance - the concrete and stones
may have served the same purpose of reinforcing a well used entrance area.
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Above - photographs of two sections of concrete paths on the lower hill side of the rubble area.
It is possible that the above may have been used to reinforce a heavily used area such as an
entrance to a building? Criss-crossing the hill are numerous paths that make sense when one
follows them to the sites of now non-existent buildings. Several lead to the amenities blocks and one path spits into two - one to an entrance to a building - marked by stones set into the
ground and the other section up and around the building.

The above are three examples of paths. The ones on the left and right leads to the bathing
building and the one in the centre cuts across the quagmire to a garden area that has one line of
rocks to hold back soil and water, a drain and a large strawberry patch.
Stormwater was slowed on its way to the quagmire by the undulating brick patterns. Earth near
two large rocks has been dug away and water directed to these areas.7 Above one the earth has
been reinforced on two sides with small rocks. The purpose of the rocks is to slow down water
flow. Below are two photographs taken of the smaller of the two rocks. The left hand
photograph shows a drain exit and on the right the lighter areas around the rock is the area
where the small stones have been placed to stop erosion of the soil.

7

Re-evalution following work in the park suggest that these rocks with their dug away sections may be older than the
camp and belong in the Aboriginal section. Similar arrangements are found in all areas of the park and these rocks
with their dug away earth may have been utilized by the Tradesmen and incorporated into their drainage systems. A
similar point may be made about the undulating line of rocks below the replacement buildings constructed in 1925.
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Below - detail of the rocks on either side of the big rock hole. Since this photograph was taken
heavy falls of rain have taken place. The stones that include a number of bricks have been further
exposed indicating that this area has a strong storm water flow and are still doing their job of
stopping erosion.

Near one of the top section building sites is a large metal pipe set into the ground. This too may
have served to take water from a building to direct via connecting drain to the quagmire. At the
point of exit of water from the pipe a small marble (or codd) was found along with a few pieces of
broken white crockery.
On the next page are details of the metal pipe prior to clearing away grass near the exit of the
pipe.
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Below left is a photograph of the tree near the pipe. Nearby is a small piece of lead that was
probably used for waterproofing.

Between this building site and one of the large rocks that has had earth dug away from it on the
upper side of the slope there is another brick line of rocks. These differ from the rubble ones in
that they have been cleaned and set into the ground diagonally. The bricks slow the water, but the
space between allows some to flow through. This hillside contains a system of slowing water flow
from source to quagmire. Nearby to the brick pattern is one of the rock lines that serve a similar
purpose. Below are photographs of the brick line.
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Below is a photograph of the brick line taken by John Bruggeman.
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Below is a straight line of bricks and stones below the trench area that probably marks the end of
a building.

Drain from above the second tree leading to the saucepan circular rock bed.
Between the area of John Bruggeman the small tree in the foreground is another drain that
continues down to join the circular garden bed with saucepan. It suggests that this drain was
utilized to take water from a building in front of Karen Williams. This drain belongs in the
European category. Rubble that was at hand has been used – and unlike the Aboriginal patterns
has an ad-hoc choice about it.
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Following are photographs showing details of the drain shown in the above diagram on the left
hand side.
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During the process of brushing away earth from the concrete, tile and brick in this drain a few
pieces of a codd bottle came to the light of day. These pieces probably came from a TJ Sheekey
soft drink bottle. A number of pieces that can be clearly identified have been found on site. On
the next page on the right is a rubbing from a Sheekey bottle. Also found in the quagmire were a
number of broken Stone ware ginger beer containers.
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Above left is a Works & Railways tile used in the drain. Another one (shown below) is near the
trench. The photograph below of the tile near the trench shows the mark Dept of Works &
Railws Brickworks Federal Territory.
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Detail of the drain from above. A white line added to emphasize the undulation of the drain. The
photograph below right shows the undulating line of stones and circular stone arrangement. Off
to the right near Diddums and Calisto is a long drain line that takes water from the quagmire area
to the road.
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Water from the lower second set of buildings is directed to the quagmire and below to the road
area by the drains shown in the earlier photographs. This also reinforces the supposition that the
old road below the ablution buildings was not used as a walkway by the men who kept to the
well worn tracks on firm ground above the old roadway.
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Above is the sketch of the area from the old road looking up the hill. The rubble section is above
the tree on the right. The mid section between the two trees and the gardens below the lower
tree and the road.
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Trench & Terraces
In the middle section of the hill is a long trench and a number of terraces that traverse the slope of
the hill. Water from this trench and a drain above it was directed into a concrete pipe and from
there into a series of drains to the garden beds. Another of the rock lined ledges is set in this area
above the gardens. This series of rocks show the signature of the man who put them there amongst the rocks are several river rocks and one white quartz stone. They had to be brought to
the area. One of the garden beds on the lower side of the hill also has a few river rocks and one
white stone added to the patterns.
The lower section of the Sanitation area consists of a number of brick and rock ledges and garden
beds that are used as part of the drainage system to slow down water flow to the road.
Photographs are shown later in this document. However, as one examines these beds one notices
that they are designed to direct water in an undulating manner from upper beds to lower. One of
the beds near is circular with at one side an upsidedown saucepan used in lieu of a stone. Another
bed further down the hill on the western side has used a pointer rock like a pendant on a necklace.
When one lines up the saucepan and this pointer rock the visual line leads to the building on the
lower side of the road where a similar pattern of rocks are to be found with pointer rocks linking
up with this system. Along the road and at other points are two or more big rocks that have
obviously been placed there. Their possible purpose - along with the pointer rocks - becomes
clear when one realizes that there were no street lights in this bush setting. The rocks may have
been painted white and were used to guide people to and from the service area. A photograph
taken in 1925 printed in Canberra Illustrated Christmas Issue shows a photograph of the Cooks of
No 1 standing outside their tents. In the background are a number of rock lined garden beds. The
rocks were painted white - hence it is known that the painting of rocks was carried out.
Between Terraced Area & Road
Below area between the trench and road contains numerous garden beds and rock lined ledges
that have been placed in such a manner to direct and slow down water flows.8 There is a big
trench that cuts across the hill top left. This trench served the purpose of directing water away
from the buildings. The land slopes down to the right to the quagmire. Below -general overview
of the area of the bath/showers area and sites of gardens. Below - terraced beds, trench area
(bags sitting on terrace) - looking up the hill towards Forster Crescent. Below right, looking down
the hill from the terraced area to road. Karen Williams and John Bruggeman measuring.

8

As mentioned previously re-evaluation of the rock arrangements on the lower slope of the area of the ablution
buildings now place these arrangements into the category of Aboriginal. These arrangements, however, I believe were
already on site and were incorporated by the men of the camp into their drainage systems.
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Below detail of the trench area.
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Below left is a photograph of the trench area behind the tree from below. On the right is a view
taken from the quagmire side of the hill.

The Shower/Baths buildings - The Trench.
Below left are pebbles from the big drain that crosses the flat land in front of Lotus Bay. Similar
pebbles were dug from the trench - site behind the tree in photograph on the right.

Two views below showing Karen Williams and John Bruggeman in the vicinity of the trench. In
the background on the photograph on the right is the Brazilian Embassy in Forster Crescent.
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Above left detail of rock arrangement above the trench. It suggests that a pier may have been
placed at this point. There are several holes in the vicinity of the trench that too may have been
used as piers. In the centre is a photograph showing the site of the circle of 13 rocks in the
trench. It is the disturbed earth in the lower middle section of the photograph. On the right is a
metal peg still in the ground. It may have been used to anchor a building. Below left view of
rocks at the side of the terraced area. Centre a drain and right another detail of the line of rocks
with the drain leaving the pipe.
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Below a number of photographs showing details of the rock edged pipe that is at right angles to
the trench.
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Below left sump stones in trench and right sump stones in drain above the pipe. Thirteen
perimeter stones in each. The stone lined circle is one of two on this section of the hill. Several
similar rock lined holes are found throughout the park and are now re-evaluated as Aboriginal.9

Below views of the trench and terraces during the process of measuring the vertical fall of the
land by Karen Williams and John Bruggeman - August 2003. Below - terraces below the trench.

9

It is possible that these two are European copies but it seems too out of place and odd to fit into this category.
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Above side view of trench area with area of drain shown. It leads down to the saucepan circular
garden bed.
The next series of photographs show the undulating line of rocks set on the edge of earth
embankment below the trench area. This area contains a number of river rocks that have been
deliberately placed in the arrangement. One, a small black flattened rock and another white rock
appear to have been used for decoration. The rock arrangements on the lower side of the old
road near a building have a similar signature of rocks. This line of rocks fits better into the
category of Aboriginal rather than European. It has been used as part of the drainage system.
The earth dug away from below the arrangement was extended. Nearby below to the east is the
remains of a very large gum tree – the trunk is decayed at earth level.
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The above photograph shows the drain to the quagmire that directs water on that side from
above the area of the undulating rocks - shown middle bottom section of the page. In the
background are my two patient large Rottweiler dogs.
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Drains flowed on either side of the undulating rock arrangement. The one shown in the left
photograph in the area above the undulating rocks and in front of the tree comes from an area
behind the tree. Note in the photograph above right that is a detail of the undulating rock
arrangement has two black river rocks and one small white quartz rock placed near each other.
Gardens Lower Section of Hill (now re-evaluated as Aboriginal)
Diagrams of the rock arrangements that are on the bottom third of the hill in the area between
Forster Crescent and the old 1890s road.
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Below are details of the rock arrangements diagrammed above. Other photographs of the
arrangements are found in the Aboriginal Quagmire section.
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